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Highlights

With the current state of the world, our EcoAdapt Team remains dedicated to supporting the field of
adaptation. Whether that means creating adaptation coloring pages to provide stress relief,
postponing the 5th National Adaptation Forum to help support our Regional Forum partners, offering
our best tips for a distributed workforce or continuing to advance adaptation by surveying past
workshop participants to learn what they've done. In challenging times, we are applying the skill that
we know best - building resilience amidst uncertainty.

We wish you all health, strength and adaptability as we get through this pandemic together. 

Thanks for reading,
The EcoAdapt Team 

What's New

Climate Change and Displacement in U.S. Communities
Displacement—whether temporary or permanent, forced or voluntary—
is an issue rooted in inequity and exacerbated by climate change. As part
of EcoAdapt’s State of Adaptation Program, we partnered with the
Strong, Prosperous, and Resilient Communities Challenge to conduct a
survey to determine if and how people working to address displacement
pressures are considering the effects of climate change. This newly
released report presents the results of that survey of ~200 respondents
from across the United States, along with examples and case studies of
climate-informed anti-displacement approaches. For more information
contact EcoAdapt’s Rachel M. Gregg.

National Adaptation Forum Webinar
May 28 - 11am PT/ 2pm ET
"Meeting the Rural Resilience Imperative: Integrating
Resilience into Rural Planning & Action"
Extreme weather impacts rural lands and small towns but often is
not addressed due to a lack of resources. The next National
Adaptation Forum webinar (May 28 at 11am PT/2pm ET) will feature
the Resilient Rural America Project which partners with rural leaders
to develop a training to integrate extreme weather resilience into
local comprehensive planning using selected resources from
EcoAdapt, the U.S. Climate Resilience Toolkit, Geos Institute, and

the Model Forest Policy Program. Attend the webinar to learn new ways to advance rural resilience
strategies. Register here. 
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Advice on Working from Home

Welcome to the exciting world of the distributed
workforce!
For many of you, working from home is a novelty, a
challenge or both. At EcoAdapt, we’d call it Tuesday (or any
other day of the week). We’ve been a distributed
organization by design since we started in 2008. There are
obviously a host of easy tips that you’ve no doubt either
heard or learned the hard way—optimize your internet
connection, find a quiet space, get headphones with a mic,
and accept that your pet or child will want to join you on
your meeting.

Our team has a few of additional tips that might help:
“Take the time to learn how you work best by trying
out different ways of working - putting in that effort
at the beginning will help with productivity in the long
run”
“Pick a time that your work day ends…otherwise it
never will.”
“If you turn off your video, you can do yoga while you listen.”
“Start your morning with some structure! Whether that’s reading the news, taking a walk, or
making a hardy breakfast - a consistent routine as soon as you wake up can help lay out the
rest of your day.”
“Put your work computer to the side at the end of the work day - limit temptations to work
more after the work day is finished”

Read more tips on EcoAdapt's Adaptation Nation blog.

Get Involved

Climate Change and Our Community Activity Book
Inspired by EcoAdapt’s recent work in partnership with in the Strong,
Prosperous, and Resilient Communities Challenge (SPARCC), CAKE
Program Assistant Tera Johnson created an activity book to help us
think about the impacts of climate change and displacement on our
communities. Send us your completed pages via email or tag us on
Twitter and we will share your work! Download it here.

Have you organized or facilitated a place-based climate
adaptation workshop?
EcoAdapt and Virginia Tech are conducting a National Science
Foundation-funded study to enhance the quality of climate adaptation
workshops in the United States. One aspect of this study is to survey
participants in past workshops about what they found most valuable
about the workshop and its outcomes. Aggregate results will be shared broadly. Participant
identities will remain confidential. We are looking for place-based, multi-stakeholder workshops
that specifically address climate change adaptation held in the United States since June 2017. If you
have helped to facilitate or organize a workshop that fits these criteria and are willing to participate,
please follow this link to fill out an extremely short form at your earliest convenience so we can
contact you directly. If you have any questions, please contact Professor Marc Stern at Virginia Tech
at mjstern@vt.edu.

Share your Marine & Coastal Adaptation Actions
As part of our State of Adaptation Program, we are currently soliciting input from marine and
coastal professionals to identify activities underway to prepare for, respond to, and recover from
the impacts of climate change. If you work in marine and coastal adaptation, please complete a
survey yourself, then share it with your networks. Learn more and take our survey here.

CAKE Call for Submissions is Always Open
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The Climate Adaptation Knowledge Exchange always welcomes and encourages you to submit your
climate adaptation resources! We accept materials by upload through your CAKE account or email.

What We're Reading on

Climate Justice & Compounding
Crises - EcoAdapt's Global

Adaptation Month Webinar
Environmental Justice experts discuss
ways to overcome the compounding

issues of pollution and climate change.

Out of Harm's Way:
Relocation Strategies to Reduce

Flood Risk
A peer to peer case study on successful

relocation strategies applied in
Lenoir County, North Carolina

How to Help

Support adaptation through uncertain times 
The work of the adaptation community is more important now
than ever. Building capacity for climate adaptation across the
United States remains top priority for EcoAdapt! Please consider
supporting our programs, Climate Adaptation Knowledge
Exchange, National Adaptation Forum, Awareness to Action
workshops and State of Adaptation assessments. Give here
today.
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Sign up for our other newsletters!
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Climate Adaptation Knowledge Exchange (CAKE) National Adaptation Forum
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